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Abstract

Amount of microblogs data is needed to be crawled for research, business analyzing, and so on. However, a lot of dynamic Web techniques are used in microblog Web pages. That makes it hard to crawl data by parsing the contents of Web pages for traditional Web page crawlers. Fortunately, microblogs provide APIs. Well-structured data can be returned to users simply by accessing those APIs in form of URLs. Basing on that mechanism, researchers have obtained some data from microblogs to research. Nevertheless, no common software for crawling microblog has been published up to now. Everyone has to start designing a microblog crawler from very beginning. A common software architecture based on microblog APIs for microblog crawler is proposed in this paper, which is named as MBCrawler. Its structure, architecture, and key classes are introduced. It can be seen that MBCrawler is modular and scalable. By implementing a real microblog crawler for Sina Weibo, it is shown that MBCrawler can fit specific features of different microblogs.
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1. Introduction

Microblogs such as Twitter and Sina Weibo have attracted attention of users, enterprises, governments, and researchers. They are interested in mining new information or finding some regular patterns of information propagation for business or research. Maybe governments can get the data by political power and enterprises by commercial behavior, but getting data of microblogs is the first issue comes to researchers. Generally, because of privacy and business reasons, microblog providers will not provide the data to researchers readily. Early in 2001, the authors of [1] had described the common architecture of a search engine, including the issues about selecting and updating pages, storing, scalability, indexing, ranking, and so on. After that, the research about search engine technology has developed a lot, such as focused crawler [2] and detecting similar Web documents [3]. However, being different from traditional Web pages, Web 2.0 techniques such as AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) are widely used in microblog Web pages, and the contents in microblog Web pages change too rapidly and dynamically for Web crawlers. That makes traditional crawlers for static Web pages not work well to microblog Web pages. There have been some researches on getting web content from AJAX based Web pages [4-6]. Nevertheless, they are based on the state of the application, and the technique is not that easy to implement. Fortunately, to encourage developers to develop applications about microblogs, the providers of microblogs publish some APIs in form of Web Service. Well-formatted data of microblogs can be returned by accessing the APIs in form of URLs. Except some work in which Twitter APIs were not used [7], and the work in which the authors did not state how they got the Twitter data [8] [9], most of existing research about Twitter utilizes the provided APIs [10-13]. It can be seen that Twitter APIs are widely used in the research work on Twitter. We believe that using APIs is the most popular and easy way to get data from microblogs. That motivates us to construct common software architecture to utilize the provided APIs, for automatically downloading and storing well-structured data into database. To make it convenient for researchers to obtain data from microblogs, a software architecture named as MBCrawler, which means MicroBlog Crawler, is proposed. Basing on this software architecture, a crawler using APIs of microblog with multi threads can be developed. The software
architecture is designed to be modular and scalable, so that more functions can be added easily when more APIs are added, and details can be designed to fit different online social network services.

2. MBCrawler
2.1. Basic Structure of MBCrawler

Software architecture named as MBCrawler is proposed. This software architecture presents a main framework by which crawlers for microblog data can be easily designed, developed, and expanded. MBCrawler is designed as multi-threaded, and consists of six components, which are UI, Robots, Data Crawler, Models, Microblog APIs, and Database. The structure of MBCrawler is illustrated in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Basic Structure of MBCrawler](image)

(1) Database

At the most bottom of MBCrawler is a relational database, in which crawled data is stored. The database tables are designed according to some entities, which are easily designed because microblogging APIs return well formatted result in format of XML or JSON. There are following main tables:

(a) A table named as users.

This table stores the basic information of users of microblogging services, such as user ID, nickname, location, numbers of followers and following users, and so on.

(b) A table named as user_relations.

This table stores the relationships between users of microblogging services. Relationships between users are recorded in the form of Source User follows Target User, by the user IDs. As a result, there are main columns of this table, which are source_user_id and target_user_id. For example, if User 1 follows User 2, where 1 and 2 are the two users' IDs, the source_user_id of the relationship will be 1, and the target_user_id will be 2.

(c) A table named as statuses.

This table stores the statuses crawled down, including the status ID, the content of the status, user ID of the poster, the time when the status is posted, and so on.
(d) A table named as comments.

In microblogging services, users can comment on statuses. This table stores the comments of statuses, including status ID, comment ID, the content of comments, the time of comments, the user IDs of the commenters, and so on.

Above are the four main tables in the database of MBCrawler. Different microblogging services may have different things, but users, user relationships, statuses, and comments are the most basic items of microblogging services. Different items can be added in, but these four items are necessary. There are two more tables, named as invalid_users and invalid_relations. They are used to store banned users’ IDs and relationships which may have been canceled.

(2) Model Classes

Each entity like user and status has a database table correspondingly, as previously introduced. On the other hand, entities appear as Model Classes to the upper layers of the architecture, such as Robots and Data Crawler. Model Classes provide methods to manipulate data in database by the model classes.

(3) Microblog APIs

Microblogs provide some APIs which meet REST (Representational State Transfer) requirements. By calling those APIs, specific data will be returned in the format of XML or JSON. The layer of Microblogging APIs includes simple wrapped methods of the APIs. The methods submit URLs with parameters by HTTP requests, and return the result string in the format of XML or JSON.

(4) Data Crawler

Data Crawler plays a role as a controller between Robots and Microblogging APIs. From Robots, it receives commands indicating what data to crawl, and then invokes specific method in Microblogging APIs. When Data Crawler receives the result string from Microbloggings, it transforms the result strings from the format of XML or JSON into instances of certain model class, which will be used by the upper layer, Robots.

(5) Robots

MBCrawler needs different threads with different robots working in them to crawl different data at the same time. According to the four main tables given in database, the layer of Robots includes at least four main robots, which are User Relation Robot, User Information Robot, Status Robot, and Comment Robot. Each robot inherits from a base class of robots. Every robot calls Data Crawler to crawl data online by Microblogging APIs. All robots have their own waiting queues. Some are queues of users’ ID, some are queues of IDs of statuses, and some are of IDs of comments. When a robot has crawled the data of head-of-queue, the head will be move to the end of the queue. So the waiting queues are all circular queues.

When an item becomes the head-of-queue again, its data will be crawled again, in that the data may have changed, and should be updated. Following is the description of the four main robots.

(a) User Relation Robot must work, because MBCrawler has to crawl data along the social network constructed by user relationships. User Relation Robot starts working from a specific user. It crawls the IDs of the user’s following users, and adds them to its waiting queue. After that, it crawls the IDs of the user’s followers, and adds them to its waiting queue, too. It can be seen that it’s BFS (Breadth First Search) on the social network.

(b) User Information Robot can be set to work or not. When it works, its waiting queue increases as the one of User Relation Robot, because User Relation Robot adds new items into it, too. User Information Robot crawls users’ basic information, including the user’s ID, nickname, gender, number of followers, number of following users, and the user’s other basic information. If the information of a user is newly crawled, it will be saved into database. Otherwise, the data in database will be updated with the new one. If a user is found not to exist (may be banned user), the user ID will be recorded in the table of invalid_users.

(c) Status Robot can be set to work or not. If it is set to work, its waiting queue increases as the one of User Relation Robot, because User Relation Robot adds new items into
it, too. Status Robot crawls users’ statuses and save them into database. Status Robot queries the last status stored in database for a certain user. If there have been some statuses in database for that user, the robot will crawl statuses after the last one. Otherwise, the robot will crawl statuses as very beginning as possible. When Status Robot has crawled some statuses of a user, it arranges them into a queue, and then crawls statuses which retweet them one by one. If some retweeting statuses are found, they are added to the status queue, too. Meanwhile, Status Robot stores the statuses into database. On the other hand, crawled statuses include data of the users who post them. Status Robot will try to add the user IDs into the waiting queues of User Relation Robot, User Information Robot, and itself.

(d) Comment Robot can be set to work or not. As it works, in its waiting queue there are status IDs. When Status Robot crawls statuses, the status IDs will be added into the waiting queue of Comment Robot. As a result, it can be inferred that Comment Robot has to work together with Status Robot, but working Comment Robot is not necessary for Status Robot. Comment Robot crawls comments of a status and save them into database. Crawled comments include data of the users who post them. Comment Robot will try to add the user IDs into the waiting queues of User Relation Robot, User Information Robot, and Status Robot.

There is another issue we should consider. A crawler should run continuously. However, some cases may interrupt its running. For example, the network disconnects, or even the computer on which the crawler is running has to reboot. As a result, a crawler should remember which point it has come to before it stops. For that reason, every robot will record the user ID or status ID before it start to crawl the information of a user or comments of a status. When the crawler restarts, the robots can find the user ID or status ID recorded before stopping, and then start from it.

(6) UI

UI means User Interface. It’s the layer of representation, which shows some basic information and makes users able to interact with the program, namely control the program. The user who is using the program has to login the microblogging service by the program. After that, the user’s basic information can be shown on UI. All working robots return messages during their processes to UI, and the messages are shown on UI. UI provides some simple functions, such as searching user online or in database. Necessary options of the program also can be set by UI. For example, it is usually needed to provide the information of database to the program by UI, so that the program can communicate with database. UI works in the main thread. By selecting which robot to work together with User Relation Robot, multi sub-threads with robots working in them are generated and started. What is the most important is that robots can be started, paused, continued, or stopped at any time by the buttons on UI.

2.2. Multi-Threads Structure of Robots Layer

MBCrawler is multi-threaded. Besides the main thread of UI, more threads with robots working in them are generated, so that different robots can work in parallel. The structure of the multi-threaded robots and their queues is as in Figure 2 shows.

![Figure 2. Multi-Threaded Robots and Their Queues](image-url)
Each robot has its own waiting queue. The queue of Comment Robot is of status IDs, and others are of user IDs. All of the queues can be accessed by any robots.

The arrows between robots and the waiting queues in Figure 2 show the data flow direction between them. Basically, every robot fetches the head item from its own queue to crawl, and then move the item to the end of the queue. By crawling followers and followings IDs of a user, User Relation Robot processes a BFS in the social network of microblogging service. According to which robots are working, User Relation Robot will make the waiting queues of itself, User Information Robot and Status Robot grow at the same time, by adding new items to the queues synchronously. User Information Robot only fetches head item from and move it into the end of its waiting queue, but not add new items into any queues. Status Robot crawls the statuses posted by users as many as possible. Before saving a status into database, Status Robot crawl more statuses which retweet it. When a status is crawled while Comment Robot is working, Status Robot adds the ID of the crawled status into the waiting queue of Comment Robot. Status Robot also adds the user IDs included in the data of crawled statuses into its own queue as well as queues of User Relation Robot and User Information Robot if they do not exist in them. Like Status Robot, Comment Robot also adds commenters’ user IDs included in crawled comments into the queues of User Relation Robot, User Information Robot and Status Robot.

As it is known, the waiting queues exist in memory. As they grow, they will occupy more and more memory. Considering that the amount of memory is limited, the size of the queues in memory should be limited, too. Solution for this issue is to limit the size of queues in memory, and let them grow in disk when their sizes in memory reach the limit. Database tables are provided for each queue separately. When the size of a queue reaches the limit, new items will be added into the corresponding table. The time when the items are added is also stored in the tables, so that items in the tables can be sorted in the order of their added time. When a queue extends into disk, namely uses its database table to store new items, head item will be moved into the database table as well. In that way, the part in memory and the part in the table work together as a whole queue. When all the items in memory have been moved to the end of a queue in database table, a series of items in front of the queue in database table will be moved from the table into memory to be processed.

2.3. Key Classes of MBCrawler

There are some key classes in MBCrawler. Those classes make up some modules to contribute to the implementation of main functions of MBCrawler.

(1) Model Classes.

In order to separate functions of software from specific database operation, Object Relational Mapping (ORM) is used by defining several model classes. The member variables of those classes correspond to the properties of entities, such as users’ ID, users’ name, etc., which are stored in tables in database. Besides, Model Classes also defined the methods for basic CRUD operation in database. They take charge of transforming data between database and Data Crawler or the robots. They make the logic functions of software not need to care about specific database operation.

(2) Database Factory Classes.

MBCrawler needs a database to store the crawled data. In order to not to be limited to a specific type of database, the Factory Pattern is used to design the classes for database accessing.

The class Database is an abstract class, which defines the methods necessary for database operation. According to specific type of database, different subclasses can be defined by inheriting the root class Database, and implementing the methods defined in class Database. For example, SqlDatabase and OracleDatase both inherit Database, but they implement the methods for MS SQL Server and Oracle respectively. If it is needed, more subclasses for other types of databases can be added.

By class DatabaseFactory, the design pattern Factory is used to create instance of class Database. DatabaseFactory returns an instance of Database for any type of database. In that way, the change of database type is limited in class DatabaseFactory, but not distributes everywhere in the code.
(3) Robot Classes.

MBCrawler generates multi threads with robots working in them. That should be a scalable structure, so a basic class for robots is designed and new robot classes can be easily extended from it. The base class RobotBase defines the necessary queues and the methods. Subclasses for specific robots inherit from it, and implement their own methods, especially Start(), in which how the robots work is specified.

(4) Queue Classes.

As it is shown in Section 2.2, each robot has a waiting queue. A waiting queue is divided into two parts, which are the part in memory and the part in database. Every robot maintains the handles of some queues of user IDs or status IDs. The class QueueBase defines queue handles and the basic operations.

The whole queue is designed as a circular queue, to ensure that every node will be process repeatedly for information updating. As a result, the queues will grow longer and longer as the crawler works. However, the limited memory of computer cannot contain unlimited queues. To deal with that issue, a queue is departed into two parts. One part is maintained in memory, which is defined as lstWaitingID. The other part is stored in disk, namely in database, which is defined as lstWaitingIDInDB. lstWaitingID and lstWaitingIDInDB both are member variables of class QueueBase. lstWaitingID is a linked list, whose length is limited by iMaxLengthInMem. lstWaitingIDInDB is an instance of class QueueBuffer. When a robot starts to work, it will create a temporary table in database, in order to extend the queue handled by it in disk. When the length of the whole queue is longer than iMaxLengthInMem, new node will be added into the temporary table. In this case, all nodes of lstWaitingID will be moved into lstWaitingIDInDB at last. At this time, the first iMaxLengthInMem nodes of lstWaitingIDInDB will be moved into lstWaitingID. QueueBufferFor is an enumeration type that helps QueueBuffer to determine for which robot to create lstWaitingIDInDB. Figure 3 illustrates the structure and working process of a queue.

![Figure 3. Structure and Working Process of a Queue](image)

However, the previous process of queue managing maybe not good enough. When lstWaitingIDInDB is very long, that means the table storing the queue has too many records. If iMaxLengthInMem is set to a big number, the process of moving iMaxLengthInMem IDs from lstWaitingIDInDB to lstWaitingID will take a long time. That may cause the response of database timeout. An alternate way to solve the problem, is adding an additional thread to take the charge of moving IDs between the two parts of the queue. Producer-Consumer model can be used here. Figure 4 shows the improved process.

As Figure 4 illustrates, a model called Queue Coordinator and a queue named Back Buffer are added. Queue Coordinator fetches IDs from lstWaitingIDInDB to lstWaitingID. A crawling robot fetches ID from lstWaitingID to crawl. After that, it sends the crawled ID to Back Buffer. At the same time, Queue Coordinator fetches crawled IDs from Back Buffer and pushes them to the end of lstWaitingIDInDB. The crawling robot and Queue Coordinator work asynchronously in parallel. From the view of lstWaitingID, Queue Coordinator is the producer, and the crawling robot is the consumer. On the contrary, from the view of Back Buffer, Queue Coordinator is the consumer, and the crawling robot is the producer. Of course, each robot needs a Back Buffer, but only one Queue Coordinator can manage all of the queues.
(5) Other Utility Classes.

There are other utility classes wrapping some functions to make them easy to use. For example, classes about the settings make the options such as the information of database connection saved into and loaded from an encrypted file by serializing and deserializing. There are also GlobalPool and PubHelper classes. All public objects which can be accessed by every part of MBCrawler at any time are organized in GlobalPool class in form of static members. PubHelper encapsulates some gadget functions and provides easy-to-use methods of them.

3. Implementation as Sinawler

Basing on MBCrawler, a crawler program named as Sinawler (Sinawler is the combination of the words Sina and crawler) for Sina Weibo, is developed. Its code can be found at [http://code.google.com/p/sinawler](http://code.google.com/p/sinawler). Sina Weibo is one of the most popular microblogs in China. It has some more features than Twitter. For example, users of Sina Weibo can label themselves with no more than 10 words, which reflect the users’ hobbies, profession, and so on. These words are called as tags. As a result, a new robot takes the charge of crawling the data about tags is added in Sinawler, which is named as UserTagRobot.

In our research work, Sinawler initially ran for months. During that time, it crawled 8,875,141 users’ basic information, 55,307,787 user relationship, 1,299,253 tags, 44,958,974 statuses, and 35,546,637 comments. The data is stored in a SQL Server database. However, in that time, Sinawler was frequently stopped to be modified because of bugs and updates. That makes the data some dirty due to some testing result. From 15:54:46 on May 30th, 2011 to 11:44:26 on January 7th, 2012, a stable version of Sinawler was running uninterruptedly. The new data obtained this time is listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Robot</th>
<th>Data Content</th>
<th>Total Records</th>
<th>ACR (Records/Minute)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UserInfoRobot</td>
<td>User Information</td>
<td>6,571,955</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserRelationRobot</td>
<td>User Relationship Tag</td>
<td>37,902,219</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UserTagRobot</td>
<td>User Owning Tags Status</td>
<td>8,031,712</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StatusRobot</td>
<td>Status</td>
<td>32,627,963</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CommentRobot</td>
<td>Comment</td>
<td>26,884,365</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ACR is the abbreviation for Average Crawling Rate. It is different for each robot, because they access different Sina Weibo APIs. For example, only one user’s information can be obtained by UserInfoRobot for each invoking the relative API, while at most 5000 user relationships can be obtained by UserRelationRobot for one time. ACR is also related to the data. For instance, many users don’t set their tags, so UserTagRobot can’t get their tags. That lowers the ACR of UserTagRobot.
4. Conclusion and Future Work

MBCrawler, which is a software architecture for microblog crawler, is proposed here. By dividing the whole architecture into several levels and applying some simple design patterns, the structure of the architecture is highly modularized and scalable. The different parts of the architecture are loose coupling, and each part is high cohesion. That makes it easy to be modified and extended.

A crawler software for Sina Weibo is implemented basing on MBCrawler, which is named as Sinawler. A robot about users’ tags are easily added according to Sina Weibo API. Because of the careful design of the architecture, we have easily upgrade Sinawler according to Sina Weibo API 2.0, in which only JSON format is used and some new properties are added to users, tags, and so on. A large number of data from Sina Weibo has been crawled by Sinawler.

Comparing to traditional Web page crawlers, MBCrawler has its own features. Microblog APIs are the foundation of the design and implementation of MBCrawler, so MBCrawler does not need to download Web pages to store and parse. No indexing module for Web pages is needed as well. Well-structured data is returned by microblog APIs and is stored into databases directly. As a result, complex technical issues resulted from AJAX are avoided. In addition, the indexing mechanism of the used database can be utilized to enhance the performance of the database.

Nevertheless, there is an important condition for using MBCrawler. To access the APIs, MBCrawler has to act as an application registered at the microblog provider. Fortunately, it is easy to register applications for it. After that, a unique pair of App Key and App Secret will be given to access APIs by the application. We registered five applications for the five robots in our Sinawler. As a result, each robot can work as an independent application, and they will not share the same access frequency restriction. That makes Sinawler work more efficiently.

In the future, we think MBCrawler can be improved mainly in two aspects. Firstly, a focused module can be designed and added. So that we can tell the robots what type of data to crawl. For example, the robots can be told to crawl the information of users who are in a specific city, or the statuses including specific words. Secondly, we would like to design a ranking module. It is impossible to crawl the whole social graph due to the large scale of it. A ranking module will help the crawler to select more important users to crawl. Some researches about social network crawling strategy can be embedded in this module, too. Additionally, because database is loosely coupled with MBCrawler, different databases can be easily tried, such as some NoSQL databases according to the practice requirements. For example, using any one of graph databases such as Neo4j to store the social graph would be interesting. New types of databases may bring new useful features.
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